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Operational Management
How is it really done? And what should 
OpenStack do about it? 



● Look at the number of companies that have gone 
to providing “managed services” in OpenStack 
○ Hard to build a product that meets customers 

operations management needs 

Ops Management is hard!



1. Not deployment, tons of focus on deployment 
already

2. Not updates/upgrades 
3. The focus is on monitoring the cloud as it is running 

(which should be the majority of its life!)
a. How is it performing (Performance Monitoring)? 
b. Are there any faults (Availability Monitoring)? 
c. What has been happening (Logging)?
d. How do I see it all (Dashboards)?

Ops Management - what are we looking at?
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Looking at Ops Management - solution focus

● Not component focussed 

○ This isn’t (just) about telemetry or logging or ElasticSearch

● Focussed on OpenStack as cloud infrastructure overall use cases

○ How does one  get alarms that result in the right support

○ How does one do root cause analysis 

● Packaging, configuration, integration of Ops Management tools and 

components with OpenStack infrastructure should be out-of-the-box 

○ Every deployment should not be a snowflake 
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Customer Ops Management 

1. Most customers have their own operational tools and operational 

management practices and want to extend them to OpenStack 

2. Customers are new to operating on-premise clouds and need guidance 

on how to operate them 

3. Customer operational management needs are at multiple levels and need 

flexibility from the platform 
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Monitoring pains - the official word* 

1. Operators are generally unhappy with monitoring OpenStack in general

2. There are too many tools

3. There are too many places in OpenStack that require monitoring

4. It's not clear how and what to monitor

5. The amount of monitoring will have a performance impact on the whole 

cloud

6. How do you learn information about a host / service that needs monitored 

beforehand?

*https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Operations/Monitoring



OpenStack monitoring today 
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Top Google hit for OpenStack operations!    



What customers are doing today
(typically)
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For logging   
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For availability monitoring   
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For performance metrics/ monitoring   
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Some salient features 

1. The component solutions are well regarded Open Source projects 

2. The components are NOT OpenStack projects 

3. For each component there are probably a few more Open Source 

alternatives 

e.g Gnocchi instead of Carbon for collectd metrics collection

4. Every customer will have a preference for the projects they use 



How does OpenStack provide a consistent 
framework for operations tools?
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The proposed solution 

1. Directory of monitoring checks in a deployed environment

a. Services monitored (higher level than OpenStack services)

b. Monitoring check procedure 

c. Optional parameters

2. Framework and APIs for multiple levels of integration with monitoring 

components
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Monitoring service based meta-data directory 

Ops meta-data  

Service 
description

Success 
condition

Healthcheck 
command

Failure 
condition
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Monitoring: 3 level framework and APIs    

Collectors

Synthesizers

Sensors
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Monitoring: 3 level framework and APIs   

Sensors
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Collectors
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Monitoring: 3 level framework and APIs   

Sensors

Collectors

Synthesizers
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Advantages
1. For each deployment, what is being monitored can be accessed from a 

directory 

a. at the level the user desires 

b. orchestrated through HEAT/ other orchestration  from lower level primitives

2. Monitoring components can now be treated like plug-ins 

3. Uniform interface for monitoring 

4. User tools can either use intermediate tools like time-series databases or 

go directly to the source 

5. Operational tools can be deployed as a “role” 



THANK YOU
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